OFFICE ORDER

For effective monitoring, all kind of livelihoods interventions related data need to be captured on RAJEEVIKA MIS in regular mode. This data is to be entered on MIS by Data Entry Sakhis (DES) deployed at Cluster/Block Level as per DES Policy. For monthly dynamic data entry, DES will be paid @ Rs. 0.50/- per beneficiary for each livelihood intervention separately, other payments of honorarium conditions will remain same as per DES policy.

This bears approval from State Mission Director at para N/116.

Project Director (ME&L)

Copy to:-

1. PA to State Mission Director, RGAVP.
2. Chief Operation Manager, RGAVP, Jaipur.
3. All Concerned District Project Managers, RGAVP
4. All Concerned BPMs, RGAVP
5. Guard File

Manager (ME&L)